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demand regimes, first introduced by Amit Bhaduri and Steven Marglin in
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cally, it integrates the Veblenian concept of conspicuous consumption into

a typical Bhaduri-Marglin model by assuming that relative consumption

concerns matter primarily within the working class. If in such a frame-

work the profit share increases and the corresponding decrease in workers’

income is distributed unevenly, efforts to ”keep up with the Joneses” may

increase consumption and, hence, lead to a consumption-driven profit-led

regime. The model’s empirical relevance is illustrated with respect to the

pre-crisis developments as observed in the U.S.
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1 Introduction

Ever since its publication in the Cambridge Journal of Economics the seminal

article by Bhaduri and Marglin (Bhaduri and Marglin, 1990) on demand regimes

has sparked a lively debate on whether the current growth-path of a given country

or region is determined by a wage-led or a profit-led demand regime.1 While

the empirical results are often ambiguous (see e.g. Bowles and Boyer, 1995;

Gordon, 1995; Hein and Tarassow, 2010; Hein and Vogel, 2008; Naastepad, 2006;

Naastepad and Storm, 2006-7; Stockhammer and Onaran, 2004; Stockhammer

et al., 2009), the theoretical concept itself is fairly clear-cut: a country finds itself

in a profit-led demand regime when a fall in wages and a corresponding rise in

the profit share induces sufficient additional investment (Bhaduri and Marglin,

1990) and/or export demand (see e.g. Blecker, 1999) to compensate for the

decrease in consumption demand. If these channels are not strong enough, the

negative effect on consumption dominates and the demand regime is wage-led.

The recent decade has cast doubt on this theoretical concept: First, in many

western economies falling wage shares did not lead to high rates of investment

growth, thereby questioning the empirical relevance of investment-driven profit-

led regimes. Taking economic development in Germany as an example, it seems

that the export-driven scenario is a much more eligible case for profit-led growth.

Second, rising profit shares were accompanied by high consumption growth in

many countries pointing to an unexplained variation in the marginal propensity

to consume. This variation is sometimes explained by referring to wealth effects

due to increasing house prices (e.g. Zezza, 2008). A complementary argument,

which is to be pursued in this paper, is to argue that a rise in income inequality

induced households to engage in conspicuous consumption financed by an increase

in household debt.

In what follows we account for these observations by incorporating insights from

Institutionalist/Evolutionary consumer theory, which will lead to a new type of

profit-led regime that is more in line with recent economic developments, es-

1Initially Bhaduri and Marglin (1990) called them stagnationist (wage-led) and exhilara-
tionist (profit-led).
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pecially in the U.S. The resulting profit-led regime is consumption-driven and

depends on falling saving rates within some parts of the working class.

From a paradigmatic perspective we exploit the potential complementarity be-

tween the Institutionalist/Evolutionary concept of conspicuous consumption (Ve-

blen, 1970 [1899]) and the (Post-)Keynesian concept of effective demand. There

are a variety of reasons why exploring potential complementarities between dif-

ferent heterodox approaches seems beneficial for the further development of eco-

nomic theory (see Dobusch and Kapeller, 2009, 2012; Garnett et al., 2010; Kapeller,

2010). With respect to Institutionalist/Evolutionary and Post Keynesian eco-

nomics there exist many acknowledged conceptual similarities, which are often

applied in combination when answering practical questions. In fact many Post

Keynesians utilize concepts from Institutional economics when discussing mi-

croeconomic issues and Institutional economists often refer to Post Keynesian

arguments on macroeconomic issues (e.g. Arestis, 1996; Dosi et al., 2010; Lavoie,

1992, 2009). In sum, however, these contributions often do not point at theo-

retical complementarities that lead to genuine interactions between theoretical

arguments, but rather rely primarily on similarities or on the need to fill obvious

blind-spots in one’s own tradition.

Arguments from Institutionalist/Evolutionary consumption theory have lately

been addressed in a series of Post Keynesian contributions. Dutt (2005, 2006)

and Hein (2012) introduce conspicuous consumption motives in a Post Keynesian

model and assume that the importance of these motives is directly related to the

willingness of consumers to incur debt. They do not, however, establish a clear

connection between conspicuous consumption effects and income distribution.

Zezza (2008) presents a stock-flow consistent model, where wealth effects through

rising house-prices as well as conspicuous consumption effects cause an increase

in aggregate consumption. In a similar vein Dutt (2008) and Barba and Pivetti

(2009) analyze a scenario where workers try to imitate the consumption behavior

of capitalists. In contrast to these contributions this paper asserts that relative

consumption concerns play a role primarily within a certain socio-economic group

(i.e. among workers) and investigates how a different understanding of consump-

tion behavior affects our concept of wage-led and profit-led demand regimes.
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This paper is structured as follows: Section two focuses on the economic situation

in the U.S. - a case in which the emergence of a consumption-driven profit-led

regime seems most pronounced - before the crisis and provides empirical data on

the evolution of income distribution, output growth and household debt. Sec-

tion three illustrates the standard framework of wage-led and profit-led demand

regimes, thereby allowing for a first comparison of the empirical developments

and the implications of the standard model. Building on these insights, the

standard framework is modified in section four leading to the already mentioned

consumption-driven profit-led demand regime. Since the continuation of such a

regime will almost certainly lead to a credit crunch, section 5 attempts a Minskyan

interpretation to our model’s result and discusses possible scenarios of further de-

velopment. Section six provides a discussion and historical contextualization of

these results whereas section seven offers some concluding thoughts.

2 Consumption demand, economic growth and

debt: Theoretical perspectives and stylized

facts

In the U.S. the wage share has been steadily declining over the last 40 years (figure

1; see also Stockhammer, 2009). Experiencing a short rise during the Clinton era,

it began to fall again with the start of the 2000-2001 recession, continuing to fall

throughout the following phase of economic expansion and dropping sharply after

the start of the recent crisis.

As mentioned earlier, Post Keynesians do not see a contradiction between a fall

in the wage share and positive economic growth. However, from a Post Keyne-

sian viewpoint the source of growth should have been either investment or net

exports. This conclusion, though, cannot find any empirical support for the pre-

crisis period in the U.S. (see figure 2): During the years of the last expansion

from 2002 to 2007, investment contributed little to economic growth (while the

contribution is even negative in two years, 2004 represents an exceptional case)
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Figure 1: Adjusted wage share
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Source: AMECO. Here the adjusted wage share is defined as the ratio of compensation

of employees to the number of employees (full-time equivalents) divided by the ratio of

nominal GDP to total employment (full-time equivalents).

and also net exports cannot be identified as a source of growth. Quite on the

contrary, consumption was the dominant force behind U.S. economic growth.2

Putting it differently, the expansion from 2002-2007 may have been - using a

standard Post Keynesian term - profit-led (i.e. accompanied by a rising share of

profit income)3, but at the same time neither investment nor net exports played

a dominant role. Instead the expansion was driven by an increase in consumption

spending, although the wage share was decreasing.

2See also Evans (2009). The high positive contribution of government expenditures in 2002
is mainly due to an increase in military spending.

3See Wisman and Baker (2010). Note, however, that there are a number of authors labeling
this period debt-led instead of profit-led (see Hein, 2011; Hein and Truger, 2010; Stockhammer,
2011), since it was neither wage nor profit income that financed the consumption boom, but
debt. However, a profit-led demand regime does not necessarily imply that the increase in
demand is due to additional spending out of profit income (this assertion might hold for the
investment-driven case where additional profits facilitate financing investment projects, but not
for the export-driven case where demand growth is backed by foreign income that is spent on
domestic goods due to lower prices), but simply that a rise in the profit share is accompanied
by an increase in demand. In this case, it would be consumption demand.
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Figure 2: GDP growth (black bar) decomposed into its components (shaded and white
bars) between 2002 and 2007
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In the U.S., capital income goes almost exclusively to the highest income quintile

of households (table 1). In other words, the decrease in wage income relative

to profit income at the level of functional income distribution directly implies

redistribution from the lowest four quintiles to the highest quintile in terms of

the personal income distribution.

Table 1: Share of capital income received by households (quintiles)

1st Quintile 2nd Quintile 3rd Quintile 4th Quintile 5th Quintile

2005 0.6 1.4 3.0 6.2 88.8
Source: Estimations from the Congressional Budget Office (2008, table 1). For further
information see Shapiro and Friedman (2006).

Comparing these figures with the change in real hourly wages from 2002 - 2007

(table 2)4, we see that the low real wage growth that led to the fall in the wage

4Note that numbers reported in table 2 are cutoff values, where the given value for the
10th percentile is equal to the hourly wage that separates the first from the second decile.
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share depicted in table 1, was distributed unequally between workers: The lowest

and the third deciles had suffered a 1.7 and a 2.8 percent decrease in real hourly

wages while deciles 2, 4 and 5 suffered moderate losses and deciles 6 to 8 expe-

rienced minor increases. In other words, losses were concentrated at the lower

end of income distribution, with the first and the third deciles taking the largest

burden.5

Table 2: Changes in real GDP per hour worked and real hourly wage for income
deciles during the last two expansions

GDP 10th 20th 30th 40th 50th 60th 70th 80th 90th 95th

1993-2000 15.3 9.7 10.7 8.1 6.4 5.0 6.2 6.9 7.7 10.6 16.4
2002-2007 7.7 -1.7 -0.4 -2.8 -0.7 -0.4 1.2 0.1 1.5 2.4 3.1

Source: Own calculations based on data from OECD Employment and Labor Mar-
ket Statistics and OECD Economic Outlook as well as the Economic Policy Insti-
tute: The State of Working America (http://www.epi.org/page/-/datazone2008/
wage-comp-trends/wagecuts_all.xls).

Post Keynesian theory suggests that redistributing from wage income to profit

income should lead to a rise in the aggregate saving rate. The empirical facts,

however, give a different picture: Figure 3 shows a declining saving rate until the

start of the recent crisis, falling from 3.5 percent in 2002 to 2.4 percent in 2007.

While the idea that a decrease in savings might be induced by a redistribution

from wage to capital income does not seem to fit very well into Post Keynesian

theory6, it can make sense from an Institutionalist viewpoint. Following Veblen

Therefore, table 2 does not contain information about the development of wages of the upper
5 percent, but only about the hourly wage separating the lowest 95 percent from the upper
5 percent. However, we can use wage income (excluding capital gains) reported by the top
5 percent income earners as a rough guide (data provided by Emmanuel Saez: http://elsa.

berkeley.edu/~saez/TabFig2008.xls), which increased by 40 percent between 1993-2000 and
by another 12 percent between 2002-2007.

5Note the striking difference in table 2 between the recent expansion and the expansion
of the Clinton-era, where real wages increased for all income deciles and especially strong at
the lower end of income distribution (though real wage growth was also substantially below
GDP-growth).

6In the General Theory Keynes (1997[1936], Book III) assumed the propensity to consume to
be quite stable and rather independent of any socially mediated consumption concerns, although
he notes ”ostentation” and ”extravagance” as consumption motives of minor importance (they
belong to the ”subjective factors” determining consumption spending; p. 108).
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Figure 3: Personal saving as a percentage of disposable personal income
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(1970 [1899]), consumer preferences are socially mediated implying that the hes-

itation to reduce consumption is not necessarily due to a direct loss of comfort

or pleasure but is related to questions of social status. Following that argument,

people define themselves relative to the (visible) consumption of their neighbors

and colleagues (or other people they closely associate with). Hence, when con-

spicuous consumption7 plays an important role in consumer spending, aspired

consumption levels depend not only on income but also on the consumption level

of other, associated groups. Thus, a fall in the wage share occurring at the ex-

pense of one group of workers will not necessarily lead to a decrease in aggregate

consumption. As long as those workers losing income can somehow afford to hold

on to their aspired consumption level (as influenced by other workers whose in-

7It is sometimes assumed that Veblen (1970 [1899]) used this term only to denote consump-
tion activities of a specific group (the nouveau riche of his times) devoted to signaling one’s
wealth to others. However, a close reading of Veblen (1970 [1899], esp. Chapters 4-5) shows that
Veblen explicitly asserts that reputational concerns play a decisive role for all income groups
and that the means of satisfying this concerns through conspicuous activities (consumption,
leisure...) vary over time. Thus, the nouveau riche only represent an illustrative case of a far
more general principle. In line with this reading of Veblen we employ the concept in a general
way as depicting the fact that consumption preferences are not intrinsically given but rather
developed through interaction with and comparison with others (socially mediated preferences).
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come did not decrease), the immediate consequence will rather be a lower saving

rate of those workers falling behind in their income. If income is no longer enough

to afford consumption aspirations, consumption-driven credit-arrangements arise

and saving rates might even turn negative. Duesenberry (1962[1949]) argues in

a similar vein, though he emphasizes the pivotal role of a continual improvement

of consumption goods (i.e. the creation of ”superior goods”), because ”[...]for any

particular family the frequency of contact with superior goods will increase pri-

marily as the consumption expenditure of others increase. When that occurs,

impulses to increase expenditure will increase in frequency, and strength and re-

sistance to them will be inadequate. The result will be an increase in expenditure

at the expense of saving.” (Duesenberry, 1962[1949], p. 27)

Among others, Barba and Pivetti (2009) prominently argued that one of the

reasons for the recent phase of consumption driven growth was the desire to

’keep up with the Joneses’. Assuming that preferences are indeed socially medi-

ated - that is, depending on the ”Joneses” - implies that ”peers” play a pivotal

role in consumption decisions, since they constitute important ”reference points”

(Kahneman et al., 1991) or ”prototypes” (Hogg and Terry, 2000) for determin-

ing consumption aspirations. In this context, ”peers” can be friends, neighbors,

family members or a certain socio-economic group (Cynamon and Fazzari, 2008).

The social mediation of preferences is (primarily) unidirectional in this context:

”[...][E]ach class envies and emulates the class next above it in the social scale,

while it rarely compares itself with those below or with those who are consider-

ably in advance” (Veblen, 1970 [1899], p. 81). The assumption that people tend

to make upward comparisons is also employed by Duesenberry (1962[1949]) and

is confirmed empirically by Stutzer (2004).

Empirically, figure 4 shows that the ratio of consumer credit to disposable in-

come indeed soars to unprecedented levels during the relevant period. Mortgage

equity withdrawal - out of which a substantial fraction was used for consumption

purposes - also increased around 2000 (Barba and Pivetti, 2009).8 While these

developments were surely favored by an increase in credit supply - caused by

8Salotti (2010) shows that the effect of housing value on consumption was largest for house-
holds in the lowest income quintile.
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institutional changes on credit markets and a house price bubble - Christen and

Morgan (2005) provide empirical support that demand side developments caused

by conspicuous consumption played a decisive role by showing that increases in

income inequality (measured by the Gini-Index) contributed significantly to the

rise in consumer credit. Similarly, Krueger and Perri (2006) find that an increase

in income inequality does not lead to a corresponding increase in consumption

inequality. Further empirical evidence for conspicuous consumption concerns can

be found in Boushey and Weller (2006), Bowles and Park (2005), Neumark and

Postlewaite (1998), Pollin (1988, 1990) and Schor (1998). See also van Treeck

(2012) for an overview. These results stand in contrast to the standard perma-

nent income/life-cycle view (see Debelle, 2004; Finocchiaro et al., 2011), which

implies that an increase in debt-financed consumption is due to rational decisions

by households who react to the easing of credit constraints, increasing housing

wealth and low real interest rates to optimally smooth their consumption path.9

Concluding, the recent U.S. expansion was characterized by rising consumption

expenditures, a shift in the functional income distribution from wage to profit

income (which corresponds to a shift of income from the lowest four income

quintiles to the highest) and a relative redistribution of wage income from lower

to higher deciles. This led to an increase in wage inequality amongst workers, a

fall in the saving rate and a rise in consumer credit. The adapted Post Keynesian

model presented in the next sections attempts to take these facts into account.

9Another alternative explanation for the rise in debt is that deregulation has led to an
increase in credit supply as a political means to provide even low-income Americans access to
privately owned homes. While this line of thought - cheap mortgage credit as a means for social
policy targets - has some merits it should lead to a sharp increase in residential investment
to provide a convincing main explanation for the increase in debt. Since we cannot observe a
suffciently large increase (the average contribution to GDP growth was 0.02 percent per year for
the relevant period; see OECD Economic Outlook), we stick to our interpretation of additional
mortgages as a means for financing consumption.
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Figure 4: Consumer credit as a percentage of disposable income
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3 The baseline scenario: A simple model with

wage-led demand

In this section we introduce the basic concept of wage-led and profit-led demand

regimes which was first introduced by Bhaduri and Marglin (1990), leaving con-

spicuous consumption concerns still unconsidered. Several auxiliary assumptions

are made to keep the model as illustrative as possible.

As depicted in figure 2, changes in net exports did not play a significant role in the

2002-2007 expansion, which is why we assume a closed economy. In equilibrium,

consumption and investment demand must be equal to aggregate output, where

total consumption consists of consumption of the working class and the capitalist

class:

Y = Cw + Cc + I (1)
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Prices p are set as a mark-up on unit labor cost:

p = (1 +m)

(
wn1Nw1

Y
+
wn2Nw2

Y

)
(2)

where m denotes the mark-up, wn the nominal wage rate and Nw the number of

workers. Our working class consists of two groups: workers of type 1 and type 2,

where we assume that both groups are perfectly identical and initially earn the

same hourly wage (w1 = w2). From (2) it follows that the share of profit income

is given by

h = 1− w1Nw1

Y
− w2Nw2

Y
= 1− Ω1 − (1− h− Ω1) (3)

where w stands for the real wage rate, Ω1 (= w1Nw1/Y ) for the wage share of

type 1 workers and the income share of type 2 workers is expressed as residual

of the other two income shares. In what follows we will, just like Bhaduri and

Marglin (1990), assume an increase in the profit share. However, contrary to the

former we will not assume that the increase in the profit share happens at the

expense of the working class as a whole, but that – roughly in line with what facts

presented in the previous section – the reduction in wage income is solely imposed

on the second group of workers. Trying to keep things as simple as possible we

will assume that an increase in the profit share happens such that it decreases

only the income share of type 2 workers while it keeps the income share of the

type 1 workers constant. Independently of how this reduction in income of type

2 workers comes about - for instance, through a decline in nominal wages of type

2 workers or a rise in the mark-up/labor productivity that is only matched by an

increase in nominal wages of type 1 workers - such a redistribution (ψ) of income

will fulfill the following condition:

(h+ ψ) = 1− Ω1 − (1− h− Ω1 − ψ) (4)

12
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Here the profit share can be found on the left side of the equation and the income

share of type 2 workers is again represented by the term in brackets.

Capitalists consume a constant fraction cc of their total disposable income, con-

sisting of their share in production income and all interest payments on workers’

debt Dw (interest payments between capitalists and between capitalists and firms,

who are the owners of the latter, cancel out):

Cc = cc [(h+ ψ) + rDw] (5)

Workers consume a constant fraction cw (where cw > cc) of their disposable

income, which is equal to their share in production income minus installments

(φDw) and interest payments (rDw):

Cw1 = cw [Ω1Y − (r + φ)Dw1] (6)

Cw2 = cw [(1− h− Ω1 − ψ)Y − (r + φ)Dw2] (7)

Investment depends on the rate of return, where the latter can be decomposed

into the determinants profit share and capacity utilization (z = Y/Y ∗, where

Y ∗ denotes output at full capacity utilization) to yield the following investment

function:10

I = I(h+ ψ, z) (8)

Case1: A wage-led regime

10See Bhaduri and Marglin (1990). The rate of profit can be written as r = Π/K =
(Π/Y )(Y/Y ∗)(Y ∗/K) = (h+ψ)za, where Π denotes total profits and the ratio of full capacity
output to the capital stock (a) is assumed to be constant.
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We assume that the initial stock of workers’ debt in our economy is zero and

that full capacity output Y ∗ is given in the short period and equal to 1 (which

means normalizing all relevant variables as proportions of full capacity output;

see Bhaduri and Marglin, 1990). Inserting (5)-(8) into (1) and dividing by Y ∗

(with z = Y/Y ∗) yields:

z = cc (h+ ψ) z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cc

+ cwΩ1z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw1

+ cw (1− h− Ω1 − ψ) z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw2

+I(h+ ψ, z) (9)

Differentiation gives the following classical result:

dz

dψ
=

∂I
∂ψ
− (cw − cc) z
Sz − Iz

(10)

Here Sz = (h+ ψ) (1− cc) + (1− h− ψ) (1− cw) and Iz = ∂I/∂z are related

to the Keynesian stability condition, according to which the reaction of saving

to a change in capacity utilization (Sz) must exceed the reaction of investment

(Iz), which gives us a positive denominator in the above equation. This basic

structural feature applies to all variants of our model.

The above equation describes the effect of a rise in the profit share on capacity

utilization that happens exclusively at the expense of one group of workers. Since

the Keynesian stability condition ensures a positive denominator in the above

equation, the sign of (10) solely depends on the numerator: If the positive effect

on investment (∂I/∂z) exceeds the negative effect on consumption (−[cw − cc]),
the fraction in equation (10) will be positive and the demand regime profit-led.

This result, however, is at odds with the empirical evidence that has been dis-

cussed in the previous section: First, if anything there was a rather small positive

investment effect despite a substantial rise in the profit share, implying that for

14
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the period preceding the crisis ∂I/∂ψ may have been close to zero. Assuming

∂I/∂ψ = 0 would give us:

dz

dψ
=
− (cw − cc) z
Sz − Iz

(11)

Equation (11) posits a negative effect of redistribution on output. This leads

straight to our second concern, which is that consumption did in fact increase

rather than decrease. This makes it necessary to adapt the above model in the

light of the pre-crisis developments, a question considered in the following section.

Besides, assuming ∂I/∂ψ = 0 takes us from a Bhaduri-Marglin model (whose

contribution it was to allow for profit-led demand regimes) back to the Amadeo

(1987) version of a Rowthorn-Dutt model (Dutt, 1987; Rowthorn, 1981), which

only permits wage-led regimes. In the next section we will see how a profit-led

regime can emerge even in the absence of an influence of the profit share on

investment.

4 An extended model with profit-led demand:

Integrating conspicuous consumption motives

In accordance with Veblen’s concept of conspicuous consumption we assume that

type 2 workers and type 1 workers share a common social identity (Hogg and

Terry, 2000) and, hence, type 1 workers serve as a reference group of type 2

workers implying that the consumption aspirations of the latter will depend on

the consumption of the former. In particular, as type 2 workers fall behind in

terms of income, they will be concerned about their consumption relative to

type 1 workers. We assume that the consumption function in (7) describes the

consumption behavior of type 2 workers as long as their income is not less than

those of type 1 workers. As soon as the income of type 2 workers falls below

that of type 1 workers equation (7) will only describe a part of the consumption

decision, since it does not account for any potential desire to keep up with their

peers (type 1 workers). Therefore we introduce β = Nw2/Nw1 to account for the
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proportion of workers whose income is depressed (our type 2 workers) relative

to those workers whose income stays constant (type 1) and replace (7) by the

following equation once type 2 workers fall behind in income:

Cw2 = (1− α)cw [(1− h− Ω1 − ψ)Y − (r + φ)Dw2] + αCw1β (12)

Consumption behavior as described in (7) is also reminiscent in (12), but its

influence is weakened. If α = 1, workers would want to exactly hold on to the

consumption level of type 1 workers, while with α = 0 (12) reduces to (7) and we

would exclude this kind of relative consumption concerns. The higher the desire

to keep up with the other group is, the larger is α.

Case2: A consumption-driven profit-led regime

As long as consumption aspirations of type 2 workers do not exceed their dispos-

able income these workers do not have to incur debt. In this case the equilibrium

condition as written in (9) takes the following form:

z = cc (h+ ψ) z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cc

+ cwΩ1z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw1

+ (1− α)cw (1− h− Ω1 − ψ) z + αCw1β︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw2

+I(z) (13)

Differentiating gives the following result:

dz

dψ
=

[cc − (1− α)cw] z

Sz − Iz
(14)

where Sz = (h+ ψ) (1− cc) + Ω1 (1− cw) + (1− h− Ω1 − ψ) [1− (1− α)cw] −
αcwΩ1β and Iz = ∂I/∂z.

As we can see, the result in (14) can be positive or negative depending on the

size of α. If the relative consumption effect is rather small, we get the standard

wage-led result. Conversely, if relative consumption concerns are strong enough
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– that is if (1 − α)cw < cc – the demand regime will be profit-led, giving us the

consumption-driven profit-led demand regime mentioned at the beginning.

Case 3: A debt-financed consumption-driven (DFCD) profit-led regime

According to the stylized facts presented in section 2 the U.S. have witnessed not

only a decrease in the saving rate of households, but also an increase in household

debt. In terms of our model, this would be the case when disposable income of

type 2 workers decreases sufficiently to fall behind their consumption aspirations.

When type 2 workers take up loans to finance consumption expenditure, capitalist

income increases by interest payments. These are paid by type 2 workers, who

also have to pay installments. Our equilibrium condition now becomes:

z = cc [(h+ ψ) z + rDw2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cc

+ cwΩ1z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw1

+ (1− α)cw [(1− h− Ω1 − ψ) z − (r + φ)Dw2] + αCw1β︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cw2

+I(z) (15)

Total differentiation of (15) yields:

dz

dψ
=

[cc − (1− α)cw]
(
z + r dDw2

dψ

)
− (1− α)cwφ

dDw2

dψ

Sz − Iz
(16)

where Sz and Iz are the same as in (14). Redistribution increases indebtedness

(dDw2/dψ > 0) which carries positive and negative effects: Interest payments

increase capitalist consumption and decrease workers consumption, where the

overall effect on demand will be positive when (1 − α)cw < cc. Installment pay-

ments reduce workers consumption without having positive effects on capitalist
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consumption.11 In the end the sign of (16) can again be positive or negative,

where strong keeping-up effects (large α) and low installment rates favor the

emergence of profit-led regimes based on an increase in consumption spending

financed through additional household debt.

5 After the crunch

However, we have seen in recent history that creditors will not grant loans in-

finitely. Therefore, exploiting such a regime, albeit leading to an increase in

demand in the short run, will lead to a collapse of this regime at some point.

An analysis when exactly credit supply will stop is beyond the scope of this

paper. However, since the recent crisis has been called a Minsky moment (see

e.g. McCulley, 2009; Whalen, 2007), we may pose this issue within a Minskyan

framework. Though case 3 seems to amount to a Ponzi-scheme, workers do not

start out as Ponzi-units (who can neither fulfill the repayment of interest nor of

the principal on outstanding debt from current income) in the Minskyan sense

(see Minsky, 1986, 1992) when they begin to finance consumption through debt.

Rather, they are hedge financing units at first, who can service all debt payments

(interest and principal) out of current income if they wanted. However, as interest

and installment payments accumulate, the gap between disposable income and

consumption aspirations increases so that households become speculative finance

units (who can still afford interest, but not installment payments out of current

income and hence already rely on creditors rolling over debt) or the already men-

tioned Ponzi-units. The type 2 workers in our model stop being hedge financing

units once current income is less than payments on outstanding debt plus subsis-

tence level consumption C̄ (i.e. minimum expenditure necessary to pay for food,

residence etc.) as represented in condition (17).

(1− h− Ω1 − ψ)
Y

Nw2

< (r + φ)
Dw2

Nw2

+ C̄ (17)

11Repayment of the principal reduces outstanding loans positions on banks’ balance sheets
but do not lead to additional profits. Potential feedback mechanisms through changed liquidity
positions of banks are neglected.
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In other words, once income redistribution and indebtedness together reach a

level to satisfy (17), type 2 workers will be bankrupt (unable to repay debt) as

soon as the supply of credit stops. Now let us assume that there is an institu-

tionally determined limit to an access to credit with respect to current income

(as it is imposed by the creditors or financial intermediaries of a given economy)

depicted by θ such that credit supply continues as long as the following condition

is satisfied:

(1− h− Ω1 − ψ)
Y

Nw2

< (r + φ)
Dw2

Nw2

+ θ (18)

Combining the conditions (17) and (18) leads to a very intuitive conclusion. For

all combinations of θ ≥ C̄ lenders will put an end to the DFCD profit-led regime

early enough so that workers can no longer hold on to their current lifestyle, but

are still able to orderly repay their debt. For all combinations of θ < C̄ workers

will be bankrupt once the regime collapses.12 Therefore, access to consumer

credit creates the following trade-off situation: On the one hand, few restrictions

on the access to credit (low θ; prevailing when institutional and other factors

favor the supply of credit, e.g. through Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs),

Credit Default Swaps (CDS) or a real estate bubble) creates the possibility of a

prolonged boom phase despite increasing income inequality. On the other hand,

the easier the access to credit (i.e. the lower θ), the more severe will be the damage

(bankrupt households and bad debts) once the regime collapses.13 Conversely a

very restrictive credit supply (high θ) will put an early end to debt-financed profit-

12Provided that there is no shift in the ”self-categorization” of type 2 workers which may
affect the already mentioned relevant ”prototypes”or ”reference points” influencing consumption
behavior and that there is no substantial institutional change occurring in the credit market,
the DFCD profit-led regime may even continue after the credit crunch if workers can get rid
of most of their debt (e.g. if banks have to write off large quantities), as this would somehow
rewind the process (ignoring any effects of negative bank equity). If not, a credit crunch would
probably restore a wage-led regime in the first scenario, whereas in the second scenario another
profit-led regime may emerge: since type 2 workers have to live at subsistence level, with all
income exceeding C̄ going into debt repayment, a further reduction of income share of type 2
workers would increase capitalist consumption without reducing workers’ consumption.

13Here our analysis is in line with authors such as Bhaduri et al. (2006), Hein (2012) and
Palley (1994) who emphasize the evolution of debt from an initial accelerator of growth to a
burden to growth later on.
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led regimes, but, on the other hand, ensures that the economic consequences

arising from an exhaustion of credit supply are less severe.

6 Discussion

In evaluating, interpreting and applying the above model it is important to keep

in mind some very basic limitations of its generality. These are primarily related

to the alleged relative consumption effects, which do not seem to represent a

universally true relationship, but a culturally and institutionally shaped mode of

conduct. One should expect this effect to apply primarily in advanced industrial

societies. Furthermore, even within this sub-group of economies private borrow-

ing intended for consumption purposes might be culturally restricted (see Stiglitz,

2008) or difficult to practically establish. In his analysis of the development of

consumer spending before the great depression Brown (1997) approached these

issues very clearly. He argues that private debt is to be seen as one of the major

causes of the Great Depression and that its expansion in the 1920s was mainly due

to the ”social destigmatization of consumer borrowing” (p. 619) (an incentive for

people to incur debt) and the growing significance of ”the institution of consumer

credit” (p. 623), that is installment sales established in the retail sector (an inno-

vation allowing people to incur debt). Thereby Brown addresses cultural as well

as institutional aspects to explain the increased consumption in the 1920s partly

through the increased social acceptance and institutional availability of credit.

In the U.S. these historical observations find their modern counterparts in the

prevalence for mortgaging one’s home (on the cultural level) and the establish-

ment of new financial innovations, like CDOs or CDS, which led to an increased

availability of credit (see also table 3). As emphasized by Kindleberger (1978)

such institutional innovations or rearrangements leading to an increased supply

of credit are a general feature of financial euphoria and crises. In terms of our

model the development of new financial institutions would increase the durability

of a DFCD profit-led regime by inducing a lower θ, whereas the increasing social

acceptance of financing consumption activity through mortgages would increase

the tendency to engage in the race to keep up with the Joneses’ (i.e. increase α).
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Table 3: Factors favoring the expansion of consumer credit

Great Depression Financial Crisis

Cultural Level
Destigmatization of consumer Prevalence of mortgaging

credit homes

Institutional level Rise of the installment plan CDS and CDOs

With respect to the current crisis in general and the development of the past

twenty years in the U.S. in particular the above results have to be put into per-

spective: While we do believe that conspicuous consumption together with shifts

from profit- to wage income and increasing inequality within the working class did

play a major role in the recent consumption-led boom, we are also aware of alter-

native explanations for these recent developments. Dutt (2006), for instance, ar-

gues that changes on the supply side (the already mentioned institutional changes)

play the more important role in consumption booms. However, while the removal

of credit constraints - represented by the soar in housing prices and the emerging

opportunity to borrow against house values - played an important role in the

run-up to the recent crisis (see Evans, 2009), it does not explain why households

exploit all of their credit possibilities (except in a permanent income/life-cycle

framework where credit constrained rational households are substantially below

the optimal level of debt). Moreover, this supply side view is at odds with the

already mentioned empirical evidence provided by Christen and Morgan (2005)

concerning the strong relationship between income inequality and credit growth.

As another contributing factor Barba and Pivetti (2009), referring to Duesenberry

(1962[1949]), mention the availability of new attractive goods.

A different and possibly stronger argument against the prevalence of relative con-

sumption concerns to explain the rise in consumption expenditures, which has to

our knowledge not yet been advanced in the literature, refers to the households’

minimum living standards (C̄): If wages of workers in low-income groups are,

on average, only a little above C̄ a further redistribution to the top might force

these households to incur debt in order to satisfy their minimum living standards.

This would leave the model’s results intact but provide a different rationale for

explaining the observed results. While this argument represents an important

complement to our model, especially relevant for the lowest income groups, it
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seems hard to believe that the whole magnitude of the increase in debt is due to

the necessity of satisfying very basic needs. Additionally, this raises the question

of what exactly to classify as basic needs – is it implied to be a biological con-

cept or is it, rather, subject to social conventions (which would lead us back to

our initial argument about socially mediated preferences)?14 So in sum, we do

believe that the consumption-driven profit-led regime introduced in this paper

captures an empirically important part of the pre-crisis period, notwithstanding

that there exist important prerequisites for and complementary arguments to the

explanation suggested by our model.

7 Concluding thoughts

This paper showed how relative consumption concerns can lead to the emergence

of a new kind of profit-led regime. More precisely, it illustrated how a rise in

the profit share can cause an increase in consumption demand when conspicuous

consumption effects of those workers suffering a decline in relative income are

taken into account. Additionally, this newly explored theoretical possibility of a

debt-financed consumption-driven (DFCD) profit-led regime also shows that the

two concepts combined in this paper – a Post Keynesian model and a behavioral

assumption stemming from Institutionalist thought – are indeed complementary

and add a new possibility for profit-led demand to the already known investment-

and export-driven scenarios.

In our case, the resulting model fits well with the experience of the U.S. in the past

10 to 15 years - and most probably also applies to other countries with a similar

economic development (Greece, Ireland, Spain and the U.K.; see Hein, 2011).

Very interestingly, two empirical studies recently reported ”perverse distribution

effects” (Stockhammer and Stehrer, 2011, p. 520) – i.e. negative effects of the

wage share on consumption – for several Anglo-Saxon countries: Barbosa-Filho

14See also Veblen (1970 [1899], p.70) on this issue: ”No class of society, not even the most
abjectly poor, forgoes all customary conspicuous consumption. The last items of this category
of consumption are not given up except under the stress of the direst necessity. Very much
of squalor and discomfort will be endured before the last pretense of pecuniary decency is put
away.”
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and Taylor (2006, Table 1) for the U.S. and Stockhammer and Stehrer (2011,

Table 2) for several specifications for the U.S, the U.K., Ireland and Australia.

Both studies lack a thorough theoretical explanation, which could be provided by

the model presented in this paper.

Notwithstanding this overlap one is, as always, inclined to ask for the generality

of this model: Why does it fit a certain time frame, but not others? In our dis-

cussion of the prerequisites for economic developments similar to those sketched

in the model, we remained at a general level, by pointing at the relevance of cer-

tain institutional and cultural prerequisites influencing the availability of credit.

Thereby, it is important to note that these prerequisites may take quite differ-

ent concrete forms, since they are dependent on the cultural context (is private

debt culturally accepted?), financial innovations (which institutional tools do we

possess to determine the amount of credit available?) and concrete banking prac-

tices. We think that this kind of generality is a conceptual advantage, since it

avoids the integration of limiting assumptions, but allows for a certain concep-

tual flexibility. Wealth effects due to the rising house prices as an explanation

for the current crises provide a neat example in this context: While these effects

surely are of high relevance for understanding the current crisis, this relevance is

based on the cultural and institutional acceptability of private debt as a means

for financing consumer spending. Without this cultural and institutional con-

text, wealth effects alone would not pull the trigger. Since the concrete forms of

those requirements might be highly specific, a certain modesty and openness will

eventually facilitate their theoretical integration.
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